
Heartwood Investigates Riding-Level Strategic Voting
In early August, the Heartwood Institute issued a statement opposed to 350 Canada’s Climate
Emergency Alliance—a strategic voting campaign with problematic partisan connections. It is
Heartwood’s position that strategic voting campaigns which rely on unfounded vote-splitting
assumptions damage Canada’s representative democracy by encouraging voters to settle for second
or third choice ballot options. We are embarking on a research project to test these assumptions and
identify what (if any) impacts strategic voting has on local campaigns.

We decided to start by looking at the federal electoral district of Nanaimo–Ladysmith on Vancouver
Island. Green MP Paul Manly has represented the riding since his by-election win in early 2019 and
won the riding again in the 2019 general election. Our theory is that having a Green incumbent
suggests that local voter sentiment does not closely align with the well-publicized national polling
numbers.

We commissioned a live-caller phone poll of the riding from a reputable firm for this first, of
hopefully many, reports. We also reached out to the local campaigns for comment. We hoped to
answer three questions:

1. Why do voters choose to vote strategically?
2. What are the voter benefits of strategic voting?
3. What are the disadvantages of strategic voting?

Our poll found Mr. Manly’s Green Party campaign in the lead with 36% of decided voters. We spoke
with Ilan Goldenblatt, Paul Many’s campaign manager. 2021 is Mr. Goldenblatt’s fourth time
managing Mr. Manly’s campaign, and strategic voting has been a topic of conversation in each
election. Mr. Goldenblatt reported that while “Anybody but Conservative” ( or ABC) strategic voting
is the most common strategic voting campaign, in 2019, they heard anecdotally from traditional
Conservative and Liberal voters who were voting strategically for the Greens to block the NDP from
winning the riding.
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Mr. Goldenblatt explained the local Green position on strategic voting, “Now we’re in the better
position where we can make the case to people who think that they need to vote strategically that the
strategic vote is Paul [Manly]. But, in general, we always think that people should vote for the best
candidate, and we encourage people to vote for the best candidate.”

In our poll, 48% of Green supporters said they had voted strategically in the past. Mr. Goldenblatt
felt that number sounded accurate, given Mr. Manly’s jump in support from 2015 to 2019.

From the Liberal campaign, Heartwood spoke with the candidate, Dr. Michelle Corfield. She
explained that while she hadn’t heard much about strategic voting in 2021, in 2019, she felt some
strategic voting was taking away from the Liberals. Dr. Corfield summed up her position, stating, “it’s
not about strategic voting; it’s about getting First Nations people engaged in the democratic
process,” and that, “I honestly believe that you vote for the candidate.” In our poll, Dr. Corfield’s
campaign had the support of 10% of decided voters. Only 37% of Liberal supporters told Heartwood
that they had voted strategically.

Heartwood did not hear back from Conservative candidate Tamara Kronis or NDP candidate Lisa
Marie Barron. The Conservatives are second with 28% of the decided vote in Heartwood’s poll. Only
11% of Conservative supporters report that they have voted strategically. The NDP is slightly behind
the Conservatives, with 25% of decided voters. 61% of NDP supporters have voted strategically—the
highest percentage of strategic voters in the poll.

Heartwood reached out to Stephen Welton of the People’s Party of Canada. He responded promptly
but respectfully declined to participate. Rising PPC support may change the strategic voting
landscape, and PPC support is likely to be affected similarly to other small parties but from the other
side of the spectrum. Conservatives may appeal to PPC supporters to vote strategically to avoid a
less favourable outcome like a Green, NDP, or Liberal win.

It’s difficult to understand why someone would vote strategically in Nanaimo–Ladysmith. Liberal or
NDP supporters strategically voting Green would be expanding an existing lead without changing
the outcome; any Green supporters strategically voting for another party would be narrowing the
gap between the first place Green Party and the second place Conservatives.
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Strategic voting relies on reliable local polling and seat projections. Unfortunately, national seat
projections often don’t have access to quality riding-level polling. Instead, they base their projections
on regional/provincial/national support—making it difficult for such models to accurately predict
individual riding outcomes that deviate from the larger trends. As a result, the individual riding
projections can be unintentionally misleading. This effect is especially true for ridings that buck the
larger trends like having a Green incumbent or an unusually popular candidate for a smaller party.

In 338Canada.com's projection on September 10th, the Nanaimo–Ladysmith race was a three-way
toss-up with the NDP slightly ahead. This prediction isn’t unexpected given shifts in public opinion in
BC and across Canada. However, since our local polling shows that the Green candidate is
considerably ahead, a Green supporter who relies on 338Canada’s prediction to vote strategically
for the NDP to block a Conservative win could accidentally help elect a Conservative MP.

Of course, political parties know this; that’s why they don’t base their own strategic decisions on
such seat projections. However, unfortunately, some campaigns use riding projections in an attempt
to sway voters. Therefore, voters should beware of any campaign that presents a projection as a poll.

Strategic voting is a gamble; rather than supporting their preferred candidate, voters place a bet on
who they think is most likely to defeat their least favourite candidate. Unfortunately, for those voters,
the risk is far greater than the possible reward. In Nanaimo–Ladysmith, any NDP or Liberal
supporter strategically voting Green adds to an existing lead and does not change the election
outcome. Whereas any Green supporter strategically voting for the NDP or Liberals increases the
likelihood of a Conservative win.

We decided to focus on Nanaimo–Ladysmith, and we caution against using this report to make any
strong claims about other ridings. However, the potential inaccuracy of seat projection models and
the partisan interests of those pushing for strategic voting is not unique to this riding. We hope this
report will make Canadian voters more skeptical of strategic voting and the motivations of its
advocates.
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Overview 
The following are the research findings from a telephone survey conducted by Oraclepoll 
Research Ltd for the Heartwood Institute. The survey contained two questions plus three 
demographic indicators.  
 
Oraclepoll Research Ltd collected data among N=500 eligible voting age residents, 18 years of 
age and older, from the federal Riding of Nanaimo Ladysmith. 
 
 

Study Sample 
The survey screened to verify that only residents from the Riding of Nanaimo Ladysmith, 18 
years of age or older were interviewed. All surveys were conducted by telephone using live (bi-
lingual) operators at the Oraclepoll call centre facility.  
 
Surveys were conducted using person-to-person interviewing (CATI) and random number 
selection (RDD). The dual sample database was inclusive of land line as well as cellular phone 
numbers.  
 
 

Logistics 
Surveys were conducted between the days of September 3rd to September 7th, 2021. 
 
 

Confidence 
The margin of error for the N=500 sample is ± 4.4% !"

#$
 times. 
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Vote Intent  
 

  

 Liberal - Corfield Cons. - Kronis NDP - Barron Green - Manly People's - Welton 

 18-34 8.5% 4.7% 26.4% 60.4%  

35-44 12.2% 16.2% 39.2% 32.4%  

45-54 11.5% 32.3% 16.7% 36.5% 3.1% 

55-64 7.0% 59.6% 21.1% 12.3%  

65-74 5.6% 44.4% 22.2% 22.2% 5.6% 

75+ 23.1% 53.8% 15.4% 7.7%  

 
 Liberal - Corfield Cons. - Kronis NDP - Barron Green - Manly People's - Welton 

 Under $50,000 9.9% 14.1% 40.8% 35.2%  

$50,000-$74,999 18.1% 16.4% 27.6% 35.3% 2.6% 

$75,000-$99,999 4.2% 33.3% 9.7% 50.0% 2.8% 

$100,000+ 3.0% 75.8%  21.2%  

 

 Liberal - Corfield Conservative - Kronis NDP - Barron Green - Manly People's - Welton 

 Male 9.9% 45.9% 17.7% 24.9% 1.7% 

Female 10.0% 10.9% 31.3% 46.8% 1.0% 

 

 

 

 

Kronis 28%

Corfield 10%

Manly 36%
Barron 25%

Welton 1%

 
 

 
 24% 

Undecided 

Q1. If a federal Election were held, which Party and its candidate in your Riding 
of Nanaimo-Ladysmith would you most likely vote for or be leaning towards? 
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Strategic Voting 
 

 

 

 

Q2A. Have you ever voted strategically or not 

for your first choice but another Party in 

order to defeat the likeliest winner? 

Yes No 

Q1. If a federal Election were held 

today, which Party in your Riding of 

Nanaimo Ladysmith would you most 

likely vote for or be leaning towards 

at this time? 

Liberal - Corfield 36.8% 63.2% 

Conservative - Kronis 10.5% 89.5% 

NDP - Barron 61.1% 38.9% 

Green - Manly 47.5% 52.5% 

People's - Welton 60.0% 40.0% 

Don't know 11.9% 88.1% 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yes 33%

No 34%

Q2. Have you ever voted strategically or not for your first choice but another Party 
in order to defeat the likeliest winner
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